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Consumer know-how of design trends has never been so great.  
Nor has it ever been so easily accessible.

That‘s why you need a resource that gives you a large variety of not only choice, 
but possibility.

The possibility to create furniture that stands out against your competition... 
that gives you the edge.

The possibility to create combinations that others don‘t have the foresight to see.

We hope you‘ll be inspired with what‘s inside this new collection – and if you‘re 
looking for new ideas to stimulate your range or offer, we‘re sure there‘s plenty to 
recharge your imagination.

Inspiring possibilities.
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MFC

F311 ST87

 → see page 62

PerfectSense 

U763 PG

 → see page 10

Eurolight Lightweight Board

 → see page 63

Worktops

F311 ST87

 → see page 68

ABS Edging

H3309 ST28

 → see page 66

Laminate

H3309 ST28

 → see page 65
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F425 ST10 Beige Linen
H1181 ST37 Tobacco Halifax Oak

We strive for authenticity in all our decors, so we pay special attention to not just 

the look but the feel of them. Our textures add expression and character, depth and 

realism, all with the aim of making them indistinguishable from the original material. 

Why not mix textures together to create something slightly unexpected that just works   

… inspiring possibilities.

 

Textures

Textures
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Using a depth of texture instead of varying gloss levels,  

the surface achieves a natural look.

ST12 Omnipore Matt

The texture displays a deeply brushed softwood appearance with a high value 

pearl effect thanks to the matt and gloss elements. The surface creates the look 

of painted or lacquered solid wood when applied to uni colours. 

The texture displays a deeply brushed softwood appearance with a high value 

pearl effect thanks to the matt and gloss elements. The surface creates the look 

of painted or lacquered solid wood when applied to uni colours. 

ST38  Feelwood PinegrainST38  Feelwood Pinegrain

Like consumer expectations, our textures continue to evolve.  
Never before have they looked so attractive, or true to life. 

We simply want to offer you the possibility to move your product on 
to the next level – and away from your less progressive competitors.

 

New textures

Textures
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U999 PM Black U999 PG Black

The future has arrived. PerfectSense lacquered 

boards are much more than a conventional 

melamine-faced MDF board. They epitomise the 

next generation of  matt or gloss textures and 

represent a new premium standard of board. 

Manufactured using a sophisticated lacquering 

process that is applied with precision to the 

surface, PerfectSense Gloss offers an exceptional 

reflective effect and smooth finish. PerfectSense 

Matt, by contrast, feels warm and velvety. 

Compared to many other lacquered boards they 

are both scratch-resistant and robust.

→ PerfectSense

PG PerfectSense Gloss

PerfectSense Gloss is characterised by its 

exceptionally smooth and deep reflective finish. 

PM PerfectSense Matt

The warm and silky feel is combined with high 

resistance and anti-fingerprint properties to 

provide a high quality, matt finish. 

Textures
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PG PerfectSense Gloss  PM PerfectSense Matt

 

Texture overview

PerfectSense Gloss is characterised 
by its exceptionally smooth and deep 
reflective finish.

The warm and silky feel is combined 
with high resistance and anti-
fingerprint properties to provide a high 
quality, matt finish. 

ST2 Smoothtouch Pearl

A mini-pearl texture, with a medium 
gloss level. This surface is robust, very 
durable and is best used with uni and 
pearlescent colours.

ST9 Smoothtouch Matt

Used with uni colours and woodgrains 
offering a very soft and natural feel. 
This texture supports the trend for 
matt surfaces.

ST27 Feelwood Elegance

The fine and linear, yet natural, texture 
is synchronised with the grain of the 
Tortona decor to create an increadibly 
realistic finish. See pages 18–19.

SM Semi Matt

Surfaces don’t come any smoother. 
Used with white to create a paint-like, 
untextured finish.

ST87 Matex Ceramic

ST36 Feelwood Brushed

This surface exhibits a deeply brushed 
but very natural, matt character that 
gives many different types of wood an 
extremely authentic feel.

ST12 Omnipore Matt

Using a depth of texture instead of 
varying gloss levels, the surface 
achieves a natural look.

ST10 Authentic

A highly authentic and realistic 
surface for solid wood / material 
reproductions.

ST22 Deepskin Linear

A deep brushed finish with a matt-
gloss linear grain. This offers a 
realistic surface for linear woodgrain 
decors, giving them more naturalness 
and depth.

ST28 Feelwood Nature

This texture is characterised by its 
authentic feel. Knots and planking 
create a natural feel reminiscent of 
solid wood. See pages 32–33.

ST29 Feelwood Ambiance

The texture has a striking, yet elegant 
appearance. It is ideal for large 
applications to create a tasteful, 
sophisticated feel. It traces the grain 
with soft recesses, creating a tactile 
effect.

ST37 Feelwood Rift

This texture has an authentic solid 
wood finish, which is emphasised with 
its synchronised surface on the decor 
series Halifax Oak, giving the cracks 
and knots a tactile feel.  
See pages 30–31.

ST30  Gloss

A smooth gloss finish, suited to uni 
colours and premium woodgrains. 
For laminate, we offer a similar texture 
– HG – that has a slightly different 
gloss level.

ST38 Feelwood Pinegrain

The texture displays a deeply 
brushed softwood appearance with 
a high value pearl effect thanks to 
the matt and gloss elements. The 
surface creates the look of painted or 
lacquered solid wood when applied to 
uni colours. 

ST15 Smoothtouch Velvet

A smooth, flat surface finish with low 
gloss levels and low maintenance. 
Works well with a wide variety of 
woodgrains.

Textures

This texture features matt-gloss 
effects, simulating the surface and 
feel of a ceramic sheet.
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U636 ST9 Fjord Green  
U708 ST27 Light Grey 
U999 ST38 Black 

 

Whether it‘s a cool, understated look or something more overtly glamorous you‘re after,  

we have some fantastic new premium finishes for you. 

From the cool silkiness of matt to the extreme opposite, yet equally luxurious, gloss.  

Plus two types of painted timber effects.

Whatever style inspires you… they’re sure to add value and exclusiveness to your offer.

Premium
Unis

Premium Unis
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H1122 ST22 Whitewood (headboard) and U999 ST38 Black (table)

W1000 ST38 Premium White

U999 ST38 Black

NEW

NEW

ST38 is a brand new texture that creates the high value 
look of a painted, or lacquered, piece of solid timber. 

 

Premium painted wood

Premium Unis

CEF

CEF
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U636 ST27 Fjord Green

U100 ST27 Mussel U104 ST27 Alabaster White* U702 ST27 Cashmere Grey*

U708 ST27 Light Grey U717 ST27 Dakar Grey* U727 ST27 Stone Grey

U961 ST27 Graphite Grey* W980 ST27 Platinum White W1200 ST27 Porcelain White*

U201 ST27 Pebble Grey U636 ST27 Fjord Green*

GFE  ST27 Painting Grade

NEWNEW

Modern, classic, understated… painted timber is in 
demand in the premium sector of the market. 
Using texture ST27 you can achieve that heritage, 
timeless look for a fraction of the cost.  

 

Painted wood

*Decor name change

Premium Unis

CF CF CF

CF CF CF

CF CF CF

CF CF

CF
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U961 PM Graphite Grey

W1100 PM Alpine WhiteW1000 PM Premium White NEW

A sense of calmness has become increasingly associated with 
exclusivity. PerfectSense Matt, a lacquered MDF board with an 
anti-fingerprint finish, is the epitome of this.
The muted tones create an understated, high value look and feel.

 

PerfectSense Matt

PrerfectSense Matt

*Decor name change

BEF

U104 PM Alabaster White* U222 PM Crema Beige

U702 PM Cashmere Grey* U708 PM Light Grey

U727 PM Stone Grey U732 PM Dust Grey

U961 PM Graphite Grey* U999 PM Black 

NEW

NEW

BF

BEF

BEF

BEF

BEF

BEF

BEF

BEF

BEF
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U961 PG Graphite Grey and U708 PG Light Grey

U727 PG Stone Grey

U961 PG Graphite Grey* 

U104 PG Alabaster White*

U732 PG Dust Grey 

U999 PG Black

U222 PG Crema Beige*

U763 PG Pearl Grey 

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

At the other end of the spectrum from matt finishes 
comes an ultra-gloss surface that makes a bold 
statement of luxury. PerfectSense Gloss, a lacquered 
MDF with an exceptionally high level of reflection,  
can help make spaces feel bigger and brighter.
Not all gloss products are created equal. When quality 
and longevity counts, select PerfectSense Gloss

 

PerfectSense Gloss

PrerfectSense Gloss

*Decor name change
H3025 PG Macassar

BF

BF

U323 PG Chilli Red

BF

BF

BF

BF

U702 PG Cashmere Grey*

BF

BF

W1000 PG Premium White W1100 PG Alpine White

BF BF

BF

BF

U708 PG Light Grey

BF

NEW NEW

NEW
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Chilli Red

U899 ST9 Cosmos Grey 
U765 ST15 Silver Grey 

Neutral decors, such as white and increasingly grey, in both cool or warmer tones,  

we see as the dominant force for the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and furniture sector.  

Many of our new woodgrain finishes have been developed with these neutral  

combinations in mind.

We also see blue tones becoming increasingly popular and present a few new options.

Uni-colours

Uni-colours
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Warm Greys

U100 ST9 
Mussel

U717 ST9 
Dakar Grey*

U156 ST9 
Sand Beige

U727 ST9 
Stone Grey

U727 HG/ST30
Stone Grey

U702 ST9 
Cashmere Grey*

U702 HG/ST30 
Cashmere Grey*

U795 ST9
Brown Grey 

U201 ST9 
Pebble Grey 

U741 ST9 
Lava Grey*

 

Uni-colours
Whites & Creams

W980 SM
Platinum White

W1200 ST9 
Porcelain White*

CEFK

W1100 ST9
Alpine White

CEFHK

W1100 HG/ST30
Alpine White

HG EF ST30 C

W1000 ST9 
Premium White

CEFHK

W1000 HG/ST30
Premium White

HG EF ST30 C

W980 ST2
Platinum White

CEFK CEFK

U108 ST9 
Vanilla Yellow*

CEF

U215 ST9 
Magnolia

CF

U104 ST9 
Alabaster White*

CEFHK

U104 HG/ST30
Alabaster White*

HG EF ST30 C

U222 ST9 
Crema Beige*

CEFHK

U222 HG/ST30
Crema Beige*

HG EF ST30 C

Cool Greys

U775 ST9 
White Grey 

CEFHK

U708 ST9 
Light Grey 

CEFHK

U708 HG/ST30
Light Grey 

HG EF ST30 C

U765 ST9 
Silver Grey 

CF

U960 ST9 
Onyx Grey

U732 ST9 
Dust Grey

CEFHKCEFHK

U961 ST2
Graphite Grey*

CEFHK

U961 HG/ST30 
Graphite Grey*

HG EF ST30 C

U899 ST9
Cosmos Grey

CEFHK

U999 ST2
Black 

CEFHK

CF CEFHK CEFHK HG EF ST30 C CEFHK

CEF CEFHK HG EF ST30 C CEF CEFHK

Blues

U540 ST9 
Denim Blue*

U636 ST9 
Fjord Green*

U507 ST9 
Smoke Blue

U599 ST9 
Indigo Blue

CEF CEF CEF CEF

Reds

U323 HG/ST30
Chilli Red

HG EF ST30 C

U763 ST9  
Pearl Grey

CEFHK

U763 HG/ST30 
Pearl Grey

HG EF ST30 C

U732 HG/ST30 
Dust Grey

HG EF ST30 C

U999 HG/ST30 
Black 

HG EF ST30 C

W1300 ST9 
Glacier White

CEFH

NEW

NEW NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

Uni-colours

Please see fold out on the backside cover for the description of the product icons.

*Decor name change
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H1176 ST37 White Halifax Oak  
H3406 ST38 Anthracite Mountain Larch
 

Whether it‘s a rustic or heavily brushed appearance–or something more elegant you‘re after–

our Feelwood decors reflect the consumers desire for very natural looking finishes. 

It’s all about giving you the choice and the ability to offer your customers different options, 

depending on their expectations and budget.

Premium
Woodgrains

Premium Woodgrains
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H1176 ST37 White Halifax Oak

New image

H1176 ST37 White Halifax Oak

H1180 ST37 Natural Halifax Oak

H1181 ST37 Tobacco Halifax Oak

NEW

Halifax Oak – As the texture is synchronised with the grain, including  
all the knots and cracks, the 3 decors available in Halifax Oak provide  
the rustic solid wood style finish, so much in demand in both  
contemporary and more classic settings.

 

Rustic Oaks

Premium Woodgrains

The zoomed in section in the top right 
corner of some decors corresponds to 
a section of 600 × 900 mm.

Please see fold out on the backside cover for the description of the product icons.

CEFK

CEFIK

CEFIK
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H3309 ST28 Sand Gladstone Oak

H3309 ST28 Sand Gladstone Oak

H3325 ST28 Tobacco Gladstone Oak

H3335 ST28 White Gladstone Oak

H3342 ST28 Sepia Gladstone Oak

H3326 ST28 Grey-Beige Gladstone Oak

NEW

Premium Woodgrains

Gladstone Oak – Ranging from bleached through to rich toned 
options the Gladstone Oak decors all feature delicate planking  
along with more rustic elements – all of which are synchronised.

The deep and sandblasted effect, along with subtle interplay of colour, 
make them ideal for combining with uni-colours. 

The zoomed in section in the top right corner of some  
decors corresponds to a section of 600 × 900 mm.

CEFIK CEFK

CEFIK CEFK

CEF
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H3406 ST38  Anthracite Mountain Larch

H3403 ST38 White Mountain Larch 

H3406 ST38 Anthracite Mountain Larch

NEW

NEW

This deep and strikingly brushed larch represents the pure naturalness  
of a softwood. The 3D effect of the grain can be seen from a distance,  
due to the synchronised matt-gloss surface. The decor also has a lot of  
colour interplay making it easy to combine with industrial style finishes  
and grey uni-colours.

 

Deeply-brushed Woodgrains

Premium Woodgrains

The zoomed in section in the top right corner of some  
decors corresponds to a section of 600 × 900 mm.

CEFK

CEF
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H1486 ST36 Pasadena Pine*

H1250 ST36 Navarra Ash

H3420 ST36 Thermo Pine

H3451 ST36 Champagne Fleetwood

H1486 ST36 Pasadena Pine*

H3450 ST36 White Fleetwood

H3452 ST36 Graphite  Grey Fleetwood*

Woodgrains with a deeply brushed character have the depth and 
tactility that your customers would expect from their appearance.   
They provide a natural, contemporary, appearance.

Premium Woodgrains

*Decor name change

CEFK CEFIK

CEFI CEFI

CEF CEFI
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H3760 ST29 White Cape Elm

H1377 ST36 Sand Orleans Oak H1379 ST36 Brown Orleans Oak

H1796 ST27 Natural Savona*               ** H3760 ST29 White Cape Elm

H1793 ST27 Lava Savona*               **

H3766 ST29 Dark Brown Cape Elm

Premium Woodgrains

Sometimes a room, or piece of furniture, needs a finish that has 
character, but isn‘t too rustic. Delicate planking, large cathedrals  
or subtle colour tones can provide that air of sophistication. 

 

Elegant Woodgrains

*Decor name change

**Please note these decors have a ST27 surface texture and ST15  
    on the reverse

CEF CEF CF

CF CEFK CEFK
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H3170 ST12 Natural Kendal Oak 
H3155 ST10 Tobacco Charleston Oak 

Woodgrains

A key part of our decor development programme and focus has been on developing  

new decors that can be positioned at that mid-range price point. 

Fantastic new decors that allow you to elevate your range and inspire new customers. 

Woodgrains
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H3131 ST12 Natural Davos Oak

H1145 ST10 Natural Bardolino Oak

H1387 ST10 Graphite Denver Oak

H3133 ST12 Truffle Brown Davos Oak

H3303 ST10 Natural Hamilton Oak*

H1146 ST10 Grey Bardolino Oak

H1399 ST10 Truffle Brown Denver Oak*

H3170 ST12 Natural Kendal Oak

H3331 ST10 Natural Nebraska Oak

H1158 ST10 Truffle Bardolino Oak*

H3131 ST12 Natural Davos Oak

H3171 ST12 Oiled Kendal Oak

H3332 ST10 Grey Nebraska Oak

NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW

Woodgrains

Saw marks, knots and sand-blasted effects on Oak 
provide a natural, almost raw, look. Whilst the addition  
of an oiled effect also gives that hand processed look.

 

Handcrafted Oak

The zoomed in section in the top right corner of some decors corresponds to a section of 600 × 900 mm.
Please see fold out on the backside cover for the description of the product icons.

*Decor name change

CEFHK

CEFHK

CEFK

CEFHIK

CEFI

CEFI

CEFK

CEF

CF

CEFK

CEF

CEF
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H3730 ST10 Natural Hickory

H1319 ST12 Light Calais Oak

H1372 ST22 Natural Aragon Oak

H3368 ST9 Natural Lancaster Oak

H1334 ST9 Light Sorano Oak*

H1381 ST12 Winchester Oak

H3382 ST9 Light Winchester Oak

H1342 ST12 Natural Montana Oak

H1725 ST10 Sand-Beige Provencial Elm*

H3730 ST10 Natural Hickory

Woodgrains

Reproductions of timbers such as Hickory and Elm offer fine detailing  
and a timeless option, alongside hugely popular oak designs, which  
are given an update with a new, more natural, texture. 

 

Classic Oak, Hickory & Elm

*Decor name change

CF

CF

CEF

CEFH

CF

CF

CF

CF

CEFI
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H1401 ST22 Cascina Pine

H1122 ST22 Whitewood

H1474 ST22 White Avola

H3078 ST22 White Havana Pine

H1298 ST22 Sand Lyon Ash

H1476 ST22 Champagne Avola H1477 ST22 Green-Grey Avola

H3090 ST22 Shorewood*

H1401 ST22 Cascina Pine

H3012 ST22 Coco Bolo

NEW NEW

Woodgrains

Nordic inspired light and white-washed timbers, with hints of grey,  
are becoming increasingly popular and combine very well with  
grey uni-decors.  

 

Light Exotic Woodgrains

The zoomed in section in the top right 
corner of some decors corresponds to 
a section of 600 × 900 mm.

*Decor name change

CEF

CEF

CF

CEF

CEF CEF

CEFHK

CEFH

CEFHI
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H1123 ST22 Graphitewood

H1123 ST22 Graphitewood

H1484 ST22 Brown-Grey Avola

H3081 ST22 Black Havana Pine*

H1137 ST12 Black-Brown Sorano Oak*

H3031 ST9 Dark Iberian Olive*

H3082 ST22 Amazonas

H1478 ST22 Truffle Brown Avola

H3058 ST22 Mali Wenge

H3155 ST10 Tobacco Charleston Oak

NEW

NEW

Woodgrains

Make a statement with a striking, dark, exotic timber reproduction.  

 

Dark Exotic Woodgrains

The zoomed in section in the top right 
corner of some decors corresponds to 
a section of 600 × 900 mm.

*Decor name change

CEF

CEF

CEF

CEF

CF

CF

CF

CEFHIK

CEF
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H3911 ST9 Natural Tauern Beech

CF

H1733 ST9 Mainau Birch

CEFK

H1615 ST9 Verona Cherry*

H3700 ST10 Natural Pacific Walnut

H3704 ST15 Tobacco Aida Walnut

H1713 ST9 Grey-Brown Toronto Walnut*

H3702 ST10 Tobacco Pacific Walnut

H3710 ST9 Natural Carini Walnut

H3048 ST10 Antique Brown Borneo

H3703 ST15 Natural Aida Walnut

H3734 ST9 Natural Dijon Walnut

H1277 ST9 Light Lakeland Acacia

H3840 ST9 Natural Mandal Maple

H1511 ST15 Bavarian Beech

H3991 ST10 Natural Country Beech

NEW

NEW

Woodgrains

Rich brown tones, with hints of grey – especially when used as an 
accent to lighter uni colours – could provide a cosmopolitan touch  
to your offer.   

The addition of a new Beech, with cracks and knots and a more 
natural texture, along with greater colour variation – allowing a 
greater range of combinations – brings new life to a classic species. 

 

Walnut & Cherry

 

Maple & Beech

The zoomed in section in the top right 
corner of some decors corresponds to 
a section of 600 × 900 mm.

*Decor name change

CEFHK CEFHK

CEFH

H1582 ST15 Ellmau Beech

CEFHK

CEF CEFHK

CF CEFK

CEF

H1869 ST9 Natural Canadian Maple

CF

CEFI

CEF

H1521 ST15 Maple

CFCF

CEFHKCEFHK
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F283 ST22 Boston Concrete 
F311  ST87 Ceramic Anthracite

‘

From industrial style metals, ceramic and concrete to softer linen effects this collection of 

decors can help you create modern, ‘urban  furniture styles.  

Material
Reproductions

Material Reproductions
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F426 ST10 Grey Linen

F425 ST10  Beige Linen

F426 ST10 Grey Linen NEW

Material Reproductions

Creating a ‘universal’ carcase option beyond a simple uni-colour is 
beginning to gain popularity. Creating a more up-market look can  
be achieved through a textured linen effect.  

 

Textiles

Please see fold out on the backside cover for  

the description of the product icons.

CEFK

CEF
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F477 ST9 Blue-Grey Metallic

Material Reproductions

Metallic colours have been popular for doors, drawer 
fronts and insides for some time. With the Blue-Grey  
and Lava Grey Metallic decor we present a trend towards 
the metallic tones found in the car and paint industry. 
The metallic pigments are larger and rougher, allowing 
more colour variation.

 

Metallics

*Decor name change

F501 ST2 Brushed Aluminium* F447 ST2 Lava Grey Metallic

F509 ST2  Aluminium 

CEFH

F488 ST2 Quartz Cubanit

CF

F477 ST9  Blue-Grey Metallic

CEF

CEF

CEFH

NEW

NEW
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F283 ST22 Boston Concrete

F283 ST22 Boston Concrete

F311 ST87  Ceramic Anthracite 

NEW

Material Reproductions

With F283 Boston Concrete we introduce the industrial, or loft style. 
The rough concrete feel, as well as the wooden texture, shows the 
effect of formwork slabs to create that urban look. 

Whilst a ceramic texture, featuring both matt and gloss parts,  
can also create that used-look or industrial style. 

 

Concrete & Ceramic  

CEFI

CEFI
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U708 ST9 Light Grey  
U961 ST2 Graphite Grey 

Sourcing matching materials from one source could make your life a little easier.   

Decors, textures and gloss levels that match across various materials all help create furniture 

you can be proud of.

Whether that’s edging to match the MFC–or laminate for an island unit to match the drawers–

with EGGER we have a broader portfolio than perhaps you may have realised, including some 

brand new ‘Accent edging’.

Complementary
Products

Complementary Products
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→   Offer the look and feel of solid wood, 

veneers, metals and lacquer without the 

premium price tag

→   Environmentally sustainable and recycable

→   Ready to use, requiring no oiling, staining, 

lacquering or further protection

→   Easy to process

Your benefits at a glance

Eurospan Chipboard

Decorative impregnated paper

Decorative impregnated paper

EGGER MDF-Board

Decorative impregnated paper

Decorative impregnated paper

H3170 ST12

H3170 ST12

Our Feelwood range of decors  (→   see pages29–39) feature a double layer of paper to be able to create the depth of 

texture often seen with solid wood. This enhancement adds slightly to the overall thickness.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/mfc

Good to know

→   Excellent screw holding

→   Suitable for curved applications 

→   Can be grooved or routered 

→   Edges can be painted, lacquered or left unfinished

→   Standard and membrane quality available

Your benefits at a glance

The fibreboard has a consistent, homogenous compo sition 

board which makes further processing much easier.

EGGER MDF is also the substrate used for PerfectSense 

lacquered boards.  (→   see pages 20–23 & 64).

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/mdf

Good to know

 

Eurolight
Eurolight is a sandwich construction made from chipboard top and bottom surface layers, combined 
with a light, yet robust recycled cardboard honeycomb core. A chunky look, combined with low 
weight and high strength makes it perfectly suited to a wide range of applications such as 
cladding, carcassing, table tops/desking, shelving, sliding doors, internal doors and furniture. 

H3170 ST12

Recycled cardboard honeycomb core

8 mm Surface layer

8 mm Surface layer

→   Create thick, premium looking furniture more easily 

and for less cost

→   Up to 60 % lighter than its equivalent thickness in 

chipboard which makes furniture easier to carry 

around and to process

→   High strength means less bending in wide spans

→   Hollow core enables hidden LED lighting and wiring

→   Environmentally friendly product saving resources  

Your benefits at a glance

Over 50 of the decors in this brochure are available to order  

in Eurolight decor, in 38 and 50 mm thickness, (indicated by the following icon K).

Eurolight Raw (for bonding laminate or veneer), or a painting grade option  

(for client specific requirements) is also available from stock.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/eurolight

Good to know

Complementary Products 

MFC

 

MDF

The ideal material for a variety of furniture applications, such 
as carcase, shelving, doors, drawer fronts, plinths, tables, 
desks and feature walls.

Eurodekor MDF (Melamine Faced Medium Density Fibreboard) 
has exactly the same surface finish as Eurodekor MFC but has 
a fibreboard core, making it the ideal choice for membrane 
pressed doors.
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U999 PM / ST2
U999 PG / ST2

→   Anti-Fingerprint finish on PerfectSense Matt 

prevents smudges and smears on even the most 

tactile of areas, such as handless doors

→   New level of reflection of PerfectSense Gloss 

allows you to create a high-end look comparable 

to glass or acrylic

→   Easier fabrication than glass

→   The wide width of 2070 mm provides better 

utilization and less wastage

Your benefits at a glance

MDF as a homogeneous core material ensures that 

PerfectSense has a smooth and flawless surface. 

A unique UV coating is added that is both hardwearing 

and protective.

To create furniture with impact, combine the extreme 

textures in a single project to emphasise their 

constrasting appearance. 

Due to its unique construction specific processing 

instructions should be followed.

 → Find processing instructions and more 
on www.egger.com/perfectsense

Good to know

UV TOP Coat  
lacquering 

Primer

EGGER MDF-Board

Decorative 
impregnated  
paper

Protection foil
Sealer

Decorative 
impregnated  

paper

→   Highly durable and resistant to scratches and 

impact

→   Over 100  decors in UK stock from one sheet

→   High-quality material reproductions saving costs 

and processing time compared to materials such 

as veneer, metals, stone and lacquer

→   Environmentally friendly, resource conserving 

solution compared to using above materials

→   When used on square and rectangular shaped 

furniture the joins can be hidden by bonding the 

laminate to each external surface

→   Almost all are postformable

Your benefits at a glance

We have laminates especially suited to particular 

demands and applications:

Laminate optimised for full height doors  

(2150 x 950 mm) are available in 90 decors.

For a seamless finish and continuity of colour all 

the way through, use a coloured core laminate.

Our Feelwood XL product combines the texture 

of wood with the benefits of laminate. Its extra 

large format is optimised for cutting and reducing 

waste.

For an ultra low sheen laminate use PerfectSense 

Matt.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/laminate

Good to know

H3170 ST12

Decorative 
impregnated paper

Soda kraft paper

Overlay

Reverse side paper

Complementary Products 

PerfectSense

 

Laminates
PerfectSense is a premium category of high-gloss and matt lacquered boards 
with an MDF substrate. It meets the demand for high-quality finishes that 
appear in some of the more sophisticated living and commercial spaces, 
including high-end retail and furniture design. Possible applications include wall 
paneling, wardrobes, sliding doors and furniture fronts.

PerfectSense Matt has an extremely low-sheen,  matt surface, that comes 
with an “Anti-Fingerprint” finish and is also available in laminate, as well as a 
lacquered board.

PerfectSense Gloss has a highly reflective surface and an exceptionally 
smooth finish.

EGGER Laminate is made up of a decorative paper on the surface and multiple 
layers of kraft paper in the core. The laminate sheet must be fabricated (bonded) 
to a suitable substrate - normally chipboard or MDF. 

Due to its multilayered construction, EGGER Laminate is the perfect material for 
medium to high traffic areas or where a hard wearing surface is required, such 
as worktops, doors, island units, reception desks and a whole host of other interior 
and shopfitting applications. Also, an ideal solution for curved surfaces or 
rounded profiles.
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Complementary Products

Eurodekor  W1000 ST9 with  
H8960 AC edge

Eurodekor  U960 ST9 with  
U8981 ST9 edge

Eurodekor  W1000 ST9 with  
U323 ST9 edge

Eurodekor  U708 ST9 with  
H8955 SM edge

Eurodekor  W1000 ST9 with  
F8980 LI edge

Eurodekor  H3406 ST38 with  
H8958 ST10 edge

U8980 ST9 Contrast Cosmos Grey-White                            (U899 ST9)

U8981 ST9 Contrast Onyx Grey-White                            (U960 ST9)

U8982 ST9 Contrast Lava Grey-White                              (U741 ST9)

H8959 AC Doppia Black-Nature                                     (U999)

H8960 AC Doppia White-Nature                         (W1000 ST9)

H8961 AC Doppia Onyx Grey-Nature                           (U960 ST9)

F8981 AC Doppia Black-Copper                                    (U999)

F8982 AC Doppia Black-Gold                                    (U999)

 

Edging

 

Accent Edging
EGGER edging is designed for covering the exposed 
edge of our wood based panels which offers a sleek, 
yet robust decorative finish. 

We supply both edging to match each decor as well 
as accent edging to focus on the edge as a design 
feature.

Create eye-catching designs with Accent Edging. Changing the finer details for little cost or  
time can create a big impact.

Some of the edging below has been developed to coordinate with specific decors, but all can  
be used as a contrast. The matching board is indicated in brackets.

If you need an edge width not available from our stock  

we can cut to your requirements.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/edging

→   Save time and effort by sourcing boards and edges from  

a single supplier

→   Colour and texture matched to our boards ensuring a 

consistent appearance

→   Make the edge a feature by choosing from our selection  

of “Accent edges” or use any of our 170 edges to create  

a contrast

→   Easily fabricated

→   ABS/PMMA Edging is easy to dispose of by incinerating 

together with wood chip waste in approved systems 

Your benefits at a glance

Good to know

 → Scan QR code and cut to your specific 
requirements using our edging configurator

U999 PM with F8981 AC edge

H8957 ST10 Three Layer Nature       

H8956 ST10 Three Layer White-Grey       (H3403 ST38)

H8958 ST10 Three Layer Anthracite       (H3406 ST38)

Three layer Contrast

Multiplex

H8955 SM Multiplex Black                              F8980  LI Linea Black

Linea

Doppia

The examples shown on the right show the effect 

that can be created with EGGER Accent Edging  →   

 A white core creates a framing effect,  
see image on previous page.
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→   Durability for a long lifespan

→   High-scratch and impact resistance 

→   For a coordinated look a selection of our worktops

 can be matched with doors, carcasses,  

shelving and end panels made from MFC

→   Hygienic and stain resistant

→   Easy to look after and to maintain

→   The look and feel of solid wood, stone and  

ceramic without the cost 

Your benefits at a glance

Match your requirements with our range from 

classic to modern wood and stone reproductions.

Matching splashbacks and upstands are also 

available.

To really provide an authentic look the exposed 

ends of some of our woodgrain worktops can be 

finished off with ‘‘end-grain’’ edging to achieve  

the look of sawn timber.

Make a design statement with accent edging.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/worktops

Good to know

F311 ST87
H3303 ST10

Laminate 0.6 mm

Balancer UV lacquer
coating*

Radius 1.5 mm

Radius 1.5 mm

ABS edging 1.5 mm

*not ST28 and ST37 worktops

Model 100

Laminate 0.6 mm

Balancer UV lacquer
coating

Under-edge seal

Radius 3 mm

Radius 3 mm

High density 
protective layer

Model 300

Complementary Products 

Worktops
The high quality and durability of this product make it the ideal material for kitchen, 
bathrooms, offices, and shopfitting applications such as counters.

The raw chipboard substrate has a decorative laminate bonded onto the surface which  
can be either profiled around the edge (postforming model) or left square (ABS edged).

Ultra modern. Ultra robust. 

Ultra versatile.

Used mainly for commercial, but also 

residential premises with high impact 

and traffic areas.

Durable. Natural. Economical.

Long-lasting floors for residential and 

commercial premises with normal 

traffic.

Warm. Silent. Ecological.

Perfect for residential premises where 

comfort is key.

As our promise “More from wood” indicates, besides the furniture industry, 
we also supply products for interior flooring.

Depending on what the space is used for, EGGER flooring offers different 
properties, while still being easy and quick to install, robust, resilient, 
easy to care for and environmentally friendly. 

Our three types of flooring cover all eventualities:

More than just furniture 
products.

Design+ Flooring Laminate Flooring Comfort+ Flooring

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/flooring
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U702 ST9 Cashmere Grey
H3452 ST36 Graphite Grey Fleetwood

Services

Your everyday 
resource.                        
Naturally we want you to get the most out of our products, so we offer a range 
of services to help you do just that. From support with visualising your designs to 
answering product queries and everything in between, we’re here for you both 
online and in person..
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Keeping on trend   |   The kitchen industry is becoming more dynamic and so it is important for us all to keep 

abreast of trends and developments. 

We invest heavily in colour and trend forecasts as well as visiting international design shows, such as 

Eurocuccina and IMM in Cologne.

We produce short videos we call ‘Trend Casts’ which you may find of interest.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/trendcast

Trend support

Try before you buy   |   A brochure helps you narrow your search - but when you need something more tangible 

you can order samples online. Once registered it‘s simply a case of dropping your chosen sample in your 

basket.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/shop

Support through samples

Our world in your hands   |   With the EGGER app you’ll have the entire Decorative Collection at your 

fingertips, whenever and wherever you are. Enjoy instant free access to the Virtual Design Studio with  

all the decors, numerous room scenes and a number of functions for free. Generate new creative ideas 

through the inspiration space, or simply scan the QR code if you have a sample to use the decor  

directly in the VDS. 

EGGER Collection App

Your source of inspiration   |   From the practicalities of technical datasheets, processing 

instructions, certificates and product availability to case studies, trend information, decor scans 

and services, www.egger.com is the place to head to.

 → Register at myegger.com and benefit now

Website / myEGGER

Bringing your ideas to life   |   To visualise the decor combination ideas you have in mind we 

have several options.  Within our Virtual Design Studio (VDS) there are kitchen, bedroom and 

bathroom room sets.  There you can easily apply the decors to see what works. This could save 

you significant product development time and cost.

 → Find out more on www.egger.com/vds

Using CAD?   |   If you use CAD it may well be that your package already has EGGER decors in 

there.  However, if it doesn‘t we can supply decor scans.

 → Register at myegger.com to download EGGER decor scans

Support through visualisation

Need ideas & inspiration?   |   Then why not follow us on Pinterest for trends, ideas and inspiration from 

around the world, including EGGER Products.

Pinterest

Services
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At your service  |   Whatever you need, whether it be a 

product availability query, decor combination ideas,  

order processing and technical information,  

we’re here to help – just call us.

Product Support 

www.egger.com

EGGER (UK) Limited

Anick Grange Road  

Hexham, Northumberland

NE46 4JS

t 0845 6068888

From R.O.I please call t +44 1434 613304

f 01434 605103

productsupport@egger.com


